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editor’s message

Another summer edition of the Turf News and this one is
packed with great information to help you in all aspects of
managing your golf courses.
In this edition we decided to begin featuring some of the
prospective speakers that may be involved at our annual
AGSA Turf Conference being held in Moncton, New Brunswick
this winter.
First we have Jason Haines, who has been featured in this
magazine many times before. Jason is the superintendent
at the Pender Harbor Golf Course in Pender Harbor, British
Columbia and he continues to gain popularity for his cutting
edge turf management techniques along with his exceptional
skill at relaying his successes and failures via his blog. You can
track more of what Jason has going on out West by going to
www.turfhacker.com.
Next we have Dr. Micah Woods who is the head of the Asian
Turfgrass Center. Dr. Woods was one of the co-founders of
the Minimum Level of Sustainable Nutrition (MLSN) and is an
avid blogger while also finding time to produce an excellent
piece of greenkeeping literature titled “A Short Grammar
of Greenkeeping.” Dr. Woods is constantly coming out with
leading programs and practices that are helping the turf grass
industry to further increase efficiency without compromising
the high quality playing surfaces that we all expect.
Our regular contributors are back as well and I can’t thank
them enough for the time and effort they put in to help
produce this valuable member resource time and time again.

Callum Haughn
Halifax Seed
@haughnmower

Dundarave Golf Course on Prince Edward Island. With the
success of last year’s scramble at The Links of Brunello, the
board of directors has set their sights high in the hopes of
repeating this year with another great event. Once again
suppliers have come out in force to sponsor the event, and
to date spots are filling up with teams so be sure to get your
teams entered so you don’t miss out.
On the board level, I am happy to report that our Association
is functioning at an extremely high level. The addition of Jim
Nix as Executive Director continues to get better and better
each day and a number of housekeeping items that in the
end will ensure the Association runs like a well-oiled machine
are being addressed and the end result is phenomenal. Well
done Jim!
To finish off and unfortunately sound like a broken record,
everyone is more than welcome to contribute to the Turf
News anytime they like. Superintendents, assistants, industry,
and articles of interest you read along the way, anything at all!
There is a lot that goes on behind the scene to deliver this to
the membership on a quarterly basis, and all help is greatly
appreciated.
I hope that everyone has recovered from last winter and that
the golf course is at the level you expect. If I had one piece
of advice for all the superintendents out there, the next trip
around the golf course, be sure to look at the million things
going right, and take an entire day off seeing anything bad!
Cheers!

The AGSA has an exciting event coming up shortly with this
year’s edition of the scramble being held at the beautiful
Turf News - August 2017
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Congratulations for 50 years of Turfgrass excellence!
Our team has been working together to anticipate and meet the
growing needs of consumers for over 30 years. Our goal continues
to provide prompt, courteous service, and offer superior products
and support.

Our Team
After decades of experience in the horticultural industry, we
expanded our product line in 2012 due to our desire to serve the
turf industry. The office has been in place for many years and while
the industry is fun yet challenging, the commitment of our team
members is to focus on enhancing the overall customer experience.
Kevin Falls and Stuart Gillies are managing sales and technical
support, while Thomas Gillies is in the office handling
administration duties. I have just graduated from a four-year
business degree program at University, as well as completed a
foreign assignment in England. The experience has shown me that I
love the Maritimes, aspire to settle here, and am excited to join my
Dad in helping with sales and marketing.

Main Office
47 Morrow Avenue
Sussex, NB E4E 3P6
Distribution Warehouse
350 English Drive
Moncton, NB E1E 3Y9
Toll Free: 1 800 565 8873(TURF)
Cell: 506 872 4004

Looking Ahead

After listening to your feedback, we are happy to announce t hat we
have recently added Floratine to our product offering, and are putting plans in place to travel with the owner
of Floratine Canada - Trevor Parks - to help launch the product and answer any questions. As always, our
goal is to continue “growing” and to focus on you, the customer.
The tough winter and wet spring have tested many, yet combined with dedication, some hard work and
working with outstanding superintendents – we are excited for the future.
Thank you to all superintendents for being so supportive and for being great representatives in the industry.
Looking forward to seeing you all in P.E.I at the AGSA Scramble!
Amanda Gillies
Sales and Marketing
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president’s report
Caralynn Cullen, Truro Golf Club

Summer is here, the days are growing shorter, and the rain doesn’t
want to stop falling from the sky. I’ve been looking for that
sou’wester I got from when we held the CGSA conference in Halifax
a few years back. I’m thinking I could have been wearing it when
we got 60mm + in what seemed like only minutes on the Canada
Day long weekend. Speaking of which, Happy 150th Canada!
Hope everyone has a chance to take some time away to celebrate
and take part in festivities around their community. Speaking for
myself, I’m definitely proud and blessed to be Canadian.
As we move into the middle of the season, Jim Nix and the AGSA
board have been working hard to set the stage for this year’s
annual AGSA/ATRF Scramble presented by Bayer. We want to offer
a special thank you to host Superintendent Fred Forshner and the
Dundarave Golf Club for hosting our 2017 tournament. The event
this year will be held on Wednesday, August 30th. It will start with
registration at 10:30am, followed by a buffet lunch, golf, dinner
and of course, prize presentations. Many thanks go out to our
corporate partners as well; this tournament would not be successful
without their support and sponsorship. The scramble is definitely
a great opportunity for superintendents and their management
teams to network within the golfing community, while supporting
turf research! With plans coming along nicely, all we need now is
you! I encourage everyone to sign up and take part in this event.
Information and registrations forms have been sent out, but if you
need any additional information, please contact Jim in the office
and I am sure he can help you out.
I have one final note on the Scramble, regarding overnight
accommodation. We have been offered a great rate of $129 for a
standard room at Rodd’s Brudenell Resort, so be sure to book your
room early and enjoy the convenience of staying right on site!!
I hope everyone has a great summer and see you at Dundarave!
Caralynn
@TGCsuperCullen
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Green Diamond Equipment

Your Sales and Service Provider for
the best in Golf & Turf Equipment.
Now with 14 locations to serve you.

www.green-diamond.ca
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John Deere the leaping Deere symbol and the green and
yellow color scheme are property of Deere and company.

executive director’s report
Good day everyone. I hope you all are enjoying the nice
weather. It certainly took awhile to get here, but that’s life
in the Maritimes. The weather just may not be one of the
reasons we live in the best part of Canada!

let them know you are with the Atlantic Golf Superintendents
Association to get the preferred rates and I would suggest
you do so soon! What better time to maybe take an extra day
or two and enjoy another of PEI’s great golf courses!

With six months on the job as your executive director, I
thought this would be a good time to write my first Turf News
report and bring you up to speed on what is going on at the
office. First, for those that may not know, the AGSA office is
now located in my former garage, at 133 Robin Row in New
Glasgow, NS, which was converted to an ensuite 10 years or
so ago and has now been converted to the AGSA office, or
at least most of it has. I am finding out that the AGSA has
accumulated a lot of stuff over the years! I am slowly trying
to get it organized in the new location. In addition to the new
address, the AGSA phone number has also been updated.
Please note the new contact information provided at the end
of this article. I suggest you make note of it because mail is no
longer being forwarded to the old address and phone calls
may not find me if you are using my old number.

A special thanks to our title sponsor, Bayer, as well as all of our
other corporate sponsors for helping to support turf research
in Canada! Scramble information can be found on the
brochure within this Turf News but if you need any additional
information, please feel free to call, text or email me and I will
do my best to assist you. I am looking forward to seeing you
all at Dundarave on August 30, 2017!!

We have purchased a new accounting software package for
the AGSA, which, as with everything, comes with a learning
curve but I am getting there and in time, this will enable me to
provide the board with up to date financial reports on events
such as the Scramble and the Conference as well as allowing
for direct invoicing rather than duplicating a lot of this work,
which is what happened this year. It also keeps everything
in house, with the exception of the annual reports, therefore
saving us time and money.
Planning for the AGSA Scramble, which once again will
be presented by Bayer, is well underway and everything is
proceeding very nicely so far. As those that attended the
2016 Scramble at The Links at Brunello can attest, this event
has reached new heights and you can expect this year’s
scramble to be no different. We have booked a great golf
course in Dundarave, where Fred Forshner will be our host
Superintendent. Dundarave is located in Cardigan, PEI on the
banks of the Brudenell River. On site accommodations as well
as full catering and restaurant facilities will be provided by
Rodd’s Brudenell Resort and they have offered us some great
rates for overnight stays, whether your choice is a room in the
main lodge or a cottage along the water. Please make sure you

Plans are also well under way for the 2018 AGSA Conference
and Trade Show at Casino NB in Moncton, NB. We already
have a trio of speakers booked and the lineup is truly
amazing. The dates are February 20-22, 2018 and you can
book your rooms directly with the hotel under the room
block “AGSA – Turfgrass Conference”. You will not want to
miss this conference and you can watch for speaker updates
on our twitter feed; @1967agsa. We will be starting to provide
information on the conference very soon!
As you can see, the AGSA Board of Directors have been
working hard to ensure we provide an abundance of
opportunities for continuous learning in the turf industry,
whether it be through the conference, the trade show,
networking opportunities such as the Scramble, or from our
Turf News magazine. So, please come out and support these
events and help us make the AGSA that much better. We
need your support and input to make that happen!

Jim Nix
Executive Director
133 Robin Row,
New Glasgow, NS, B2H 5Y6
902-483-5931 (AGSA main line/cell)			
www.agsa.ca				
twitter: @1967agsa
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by Paul MacCormack, Fox Meadow Golf Club
@peifoxmeadow
In everyone’s life they have a few core things they know
in their heart of hearts to be so. I hesitate to use the word
truth, because it can so often get twisted and deformed.
One person’s version of “truth” can be vastly different from
someone else’s, so for the purpose of this piece, we will leave
that word alone.
In our industry there are also things that appear to be so.
These things are not dogma, nor are they written in stone
anywhere. They are simply things that I have noticed over the
course of my career that just are…no more, no less. This is by
no means an exhaustive list, so feel free to add anything that
you might feel adds to the conversation. Here they are in no
particular order:

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Work is better when it’s fun. This goes for not only you,
but for your staff as well.
Following that last one, it can be helpful to remember
that we prepare surfaces for golfers to play a game on. It’s
not a life or death scenario. We maintain golf courses so
people can also have fun…period.
Walk as much as possible. Whether it’s moving from job
to job, or you push or carry your bag when you golf,
walking forces us to slow down and see things from a
completely different vantage point…always helpful.
When you are out on course and you have one of those
moments that stop you in your tracks (you know the ones
I mean, flower or tree blossoming, or your entire crew
working in unison) stop and enjoy it. Savor it. It helps one
truly appreciate how lucky we are.
It can be quite useful to make pausing frequently a part
of your day. It helps you to slow down and focus. A few
deep breaths can bring you back to the present moment
and go a long way to resetting your busy mind.
Yelling at people rarely (only exception being if they are
in grave danger) helps a situation. Resist the urge to tear
someone a new one, or dress someone down. It might
appear to fix things in the short term, but it rarely does
any lasting good.
Practicing your listening skills is a wise use of your time.
Talk less, make eye contact, and truly be present when
you are having a conversation with someone…no matter
who it is. People in this world like to be listened to and
feel appreciated.

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Unhelpful habits (isolation, negative self talk,
procrastination) can be changed. You must be honest
with yourself and move towards change with an open
and compassionate viewpoint. You can’t shame our guilt
your way to real and lasting change.
Never stop learning or asking questions. Continuously
approach your job and your life with an open, curious
mind. As soon as you are certain about something, it’s
usually a good sign that it’s time to move on to something
new.
Thinking big is often very helpful, but not at the expense
of the small day to day details. Remember to check in
often and keep things in perspective.
Embrace your creative side. Whether it’s on course or
sitting home on your couch learning to play guitar, it’s
always helpful to embrace creativity.
You are not your golf course. The speed of the greens, the
density of your fairway turf, and the look of your bunker
faces has nothing to do with you as a person. Never use
what happens or doesn’t happen on the golf course as a
tool for measuring your self worth.
Your personal bank of energy is not endless, so choose
how you use it with care. Giving all of yourself to your
job from time to time is fine, but doing it 24 hours a day,
7 days a week is not. Remember that you have a wife,
kids, family, friends, and most importantly your inner self
to allocate energy to as well.
Take care of yourself. Sleep lots, walk lots, eat well and
give yourself a break from time to time.
Most things that are worth doing well take intention,
commitment, and some heavy lifting. Just keep
swimming, just keep swimming, just keep swimming.
Be kind to those around you. Everyone is doing the best
they can at any given moment. Doesn’t mean you can’t
help out and lend some insightful direction, but don’t
overdo it.
Love yourself, love your family and friends, and love your
job. Usually best to keep them in that order.
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SDHI
Fungicides
for Turfgrass Diseases
By Peter Landschoot, Penn State University

As summer approaches, plans are being finalized for disease
prevention and control programs. One group of fungicides,
the succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors (SDHI), has taken
a more prominent role in controlling turfgrass diseases and
provides an alternative to fungicides in other mode-of-action
groups for resistance management.

(Regal Chemical Co.), which is labeled for control of the
diseases listed in Table 1 for Prostar, as well as dollar spot,
anthracnose, copper spot, gray leaf spot, and pink snow mold.
Boscalid (Emerald, Honor Intrinsic)

All SDHI fungicides have the same basic mode of action:
prevention of energy production in fungal cells. Adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) is a molecule present in cells of all living
organisms that provides energy for essential life functions.
It is produced through the transport of electrons along
the respiratory chain in mitochondria. The electrons are
introduced into the respiratory chain at an early stage through
the activity of the succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) enzyme.
SDHI fungicides bind to the SDH complex and block the
transport of these electrons, energy production is curtailed,
and fungal growth is arrested (Avenot and Michailides, 2010).

Emerald (boscalid) was introduced in 2003 by BASF Corp. for
control of dollar spot and bentgrass dead spot in turf. Although
Emerald has a limited spectrum of disease control, it provides
very good control of dollar spot and serves as an important
resistance management tool in situations where reduced
efficacy has been observed with other penetrant fungicides.
BASF markets a prepackaged mixture containing boscalid and
pyraclostrobin (Insignia) called Honor Intrinsic. In addition to
dollar spot and bentgrass dead spot, Honor Intrinsic in labeled
for many other diseases, including anthracnose, brown patch,
brown ring patch, gray leaf spot, Pythium blight, and summer
patch.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS FOR CONTROLLING
TURFGRASS DISEASES IN THE SDHI FUNGICIDE
GROUP

Isofetamid (Kabuto Fungicide SC)

Despite having the same basic mode of action, individual
SDHI fungicides differ in chemical structure and diseases
controlled. Currently, there are at least 18 active ingredients
that comprise the SDHI fungicides; six of these are labeled for
turfgrass diseases (Table 1).
Flutolanil (Prostar, SysStar)
Flutolanil was developed in Japan by Nihon Nohyaku Co.,
Ltd. in the mid-1980s and is marketed in the U.S. by Bayer as
the turfgrass fungicide Prostar (Anonymous, 2014). Prostar
controls only diseases caused by basidiomycete fungi, such as
brown patch and fairy ring (Table 1). To increase the spectrum
of diseases controlled, flutolanil is mixed with thiophanatemethyl and marketed as the prepackaged mix SysStar WDG
12

Isofetamid is sold in the U.S. turfgrass market as Kabuto
Fungicide SC [PBI-Gordon and Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha
Ltd. (ISK)]. It was recently registered by the EPA for dollar
spot control in golf turf, sports turf, and residential uses
(Anonymous, 2015).
Emerald and Kabuto are important fungicides for controlling
dollar spot on golf courses. Dollar spot is the #1 turfgrass
disease in the U.S. with respect to amount of fungicide used.
Although Prostar, Emerald, and Kabuto are important tools
for controlling specific diseases, when used alone they do
not offer the broad spectrum advantages of some other SDHI
products in the pyrazole-carboxamide chemical group, such
as fluxapyroxad (Xzemplar) and penthiopyrad (Velista).

Turf News - August 2017

Fluxapyroxad (Xzemplar, Lexicon Intrinsic)
Xzemplar was recently introduced to the turf market by BASF.
According to Xzemplar product literature, fluxapyroxad has
improved mobility and distribution in plants when compared
to earlier SDHI fungicides, such as boscalid. In addition to
providing very good dollar spot control, Xzemplar is labeled
for brown patch, fairy ring, large patch, snow mold diseases,
spring dead spot, summer patch, leaf spot diseases, leaf
& sheath spot, as well as algae for golf courses, sports turf
and residential uses. BASF markets a prepackaged fungicide
mixture containing fluxapyroxad and pyraclostrobin
called Lexicon Intrinsic. In addition to the diseases listed
on the Xzemplar label, Lexicon Intrinsic lists anthracnose,
bermudagrass decline, brown ring patch, gray leaf spot,
Pythium blight/root rot and several others.

14 days, or up to 17.1 fl oz/acre per year.
Published excerpts from an interview with Rob Golembiewski,
Ph.D. of Bayer Crop Science indicate that Indemnify provides
preventive and curative control of endo- and ecto-parasitic
nematodes, including sting, root-knot, ring, stunt and Anguina
pacificae. Research results are less clear with stubby root and
sheath nematodes, and this product apparently has limited
activity on lance and spiral nematodes (Throssell, 2016).
This year, Bayer launched a new fungicide called Exteris
Stressgard. This combination product contains fluopyram and
trifloxystrobin incorporated with Stressgard. Exteris Stressgard
is formulated with a lower concentration of fluopyram than
Indemnify, and will be labeled for control of anthracnose
(suppression only), brown patch diseases, dollar spot, leaf
spot, pink snow mold, Microdochium patch, pink patch/red
thread, and rust (Throssell, 2016).
RESISTANCE POTENTIAL IN SDHI FUNGICIDES

Penthiopyrad (Velista)
Penthiopyrad was developed by Mitsui Chemicals Inc., and
was licensed to DuPont in 2007. Penthiopyrad was registered
in the U.S. in 2012 and two products, Fontelis and Vertisan,
were marketed for use in the agriculture sector (Boyd, 2013).
Syngenta acquired penthiopyrad from DuPont and launched
Velista 50 WDG in 2014 (Jones, 2013). Velista has a broad
spectrum of activity and has very good efficacy against
several turfgrass diseases, including anthracnose. Mitkowski
(2010) reported that penthiopyrad was more effective than
eight other fungicides in inhibiting Colletotrichum cereale in
vitro. The ED50 of penthiopyrad was 0.19 ppm, whereas the
next most effective fungicide was approximately 3 ppm. Field
trials in several locations in the U.S. have also demonstrated
strong efficacy of Velista against anthracnose. Other diseases
controlled by Velista include brown patch, dollar spot, large
patch, leaf spot diseases, gray snow mold, and red thread/
pink patch. Velista has shown very good efficacy against
anthracnose in Penn State field trials.
Fluopyram (Indemnify, Exteris Stressgard)
Fluopyram (Indemnify) is unique among SDHI fungicides in
that it is labeled for nematode control or suppression in turf.
The suppressive effects on nematodes were discovered by an
observant scientist in Costa Rica while experimenting with
soil applications for a fungal disease of banana (Anonymous,
2016). The mode of action for nematodes is the same as in
fungi: blocking of cellular respiration and inhibiting ATP
production. Product information highlights acropetal
movement in plants (up and outward movement in xylem
with internal plant water). The rate for nematode control is
0.195-0.39 fl oz/1000 ft2 at a minimum application interval of

As with most other site-specific fungicides, concern exists over
pathogen resistance to the SDHI fungicides. As of this writing,
I am not aware of any published reports of resistance of any
turfgrass pathogen to a SDHI fungicide. However, reduced
sensitivity to SDHI fungicides has been reported for several
pathogens in different cropping systems, including Botrytis
cinerea in various fruit crops (Yin et al., 2011 and Veloukas et
al., 2011); Alternaria spp. in nut and potato crops (Avenot et
al., 2008 and Gudmestad et al., 2013); and Didymella bryoniae
in cucurbits (Avenot et al., 2011). Based on these reports
from the agricultural sector, it’s probably just a matter of time
before some degree of resistance to SDHI fungicides occurs
with turfgrass pathogens.
The issue of cross resistance among the different chemical
groups and active ingredients of the SDHIs appears to be
more complex than with some other groups of penetrant
fungicides. For example, Avenot et al. (2011) reported
that some boscalid- and penthiopyrad-resistant isolates
of Didymella bryoniae remained sensitive to floupyram.
Likewise, in studies of boscalid control failures with early
blight of potato, Gudmestad et al., (2013) found Alternaria
solani isolates resistant to boscalid remained sensitive to
fluopyram. Gudmestad et al. (2013) also reported isolates that
were resistant to boscalid were sensitive to penthiopyrad.
Even though exceptions to cross resistance have been
reported for some pathogens in certain cropping systems
with selected SDHI fungicides, it is prudent to rotate use of
different SDHI fungicides in golf turf, at least until more is
known about how turfgrass pathogens react to repeated
use of the different chemical groups and active ingredients
mentioned in this article.
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Ride First Class.
The All-New Jacobsen Truckster XD

TM

Class-Leading Payload Capacity, Power & Comfort
The all-new Jacobsen Truckster XD heavy-duty utility vehicle is the
new leader in every category that matters most to you: a massive,
3,550 lb. standard payload capacity; the toughest bed in the industry;
and a commanding 52.7 ft.-lbs. of torque from the diesel engine
(51.6 ft.-lbs of torque from the gas engine). More than just pure
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the competition. Learn more about how the Jacobsen Truckster XD
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SAVE THE HEAVY
CONTACT FOR THE
HOCKEY RINK
Jamie Matheson,
Brudenell River/ Dundarave Golf Courses

@mathesonjamiefd

Hello again everyone, I hope you are all having a terrific
summer. It has been a slow start for us with a June filled with
fair to poor weather. It has seemed to have come around as of
late and I hope the sunshine will stick with us until fall.
The subject for this article is the importance of sharp reels.
The idea of using paper to set reels is to cut the paper, not
jam or tear it. What you have to remember is that the way
your cut on the paper looks like is the exact same as what
the grass will look like. So if your paper is torn and ripped
that is exactly what the grass will look like. There has been a
lot of research and material written about the damage that
dull reels will do to the turf. On a good note there is equally
as much equipment and material on how to maintain sharp
reels. In my opinion, one of the quickest ways to dull a reel
is to set your contact too tight. Once you over tighten a reel
the edge will be gone in a short time and will rifle. The only
fix now is back to the grinder. Everyone has there own way of
setting reels. The way I do mine on a greens mower is to have
them cutting a single piece of paper with light to no contact.
A fairway mower or tee mower is set to cut two pieces with
no contact.
Sometimes we all get busy and can get behind on our
grinding. There are a lot of different tools for re-facing the
front edge of your bedknife. I have even took the bedknife
off and did the front face on the bedknife grinder. It is nice to
have two sharp edges but if you can only have one you want
it to be that front edge. Re-facing that edge can buy you a
couple of weeks on a tee or fairway mower.
On the internet there is a lot of great information about quality
of cut and great access to professionals for advice. Toro, Foley
and Bernhard, to name a few, all have a lot of great info . It is
important to remember that if a reel is set to loosely and the
cut is poor you can adjust it. If a reel is too tight the only fix is
back in the grinder.

SERVICE TIPS
As we get into the hot dry season I can’t stress
enough on the importance of keeping the
radiators blown out . You can’t wash them out
with water, you have to use air. We had a machine
the other week that we thought we had blown
out good enough but it was still shutting down
on the course periodically. We took it back in and
spent a few more minutes cleaning the rad and
we have not seen it since . Shutting down is a
small nuisance, but an overheated diesel engine
can cost a lot of money and time .
Another thing to keep an eye on in the dry season
is your air filters. Plugged or partially clogged
filters can severely add to fuel consumption and
engine wear.
Furthermore, another important thing to keep an
eye on in the heat is the water levels in your golf
carts. Batteries are very expensive and a good
watering plan along with keeping your cables
clean will extend the life of your batteries .
I hope this great weather continues long into the
fall and everyone has a great end of the summer.
May your cuts be good and your bearings smooth!
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17 Essential Nutrients?
By Dr. Micah Woods

"Do the MLSN guidelines use 17 essential nutrients?" a friend
asked me last month. "I've found a couple good articles but
couldn't really find a number on the MLSN website."

Second, what are the essential elements?
Or more specifically, where does the 17 (or sometimes 14) number
come from?

"That's an interesting question," I replied, "and I may answer it
on my blog. I can explain the 17 and you'll be an expert."

Well, we can start with carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. These
elements are what Carrow et al. call the basic nutrients. These
elements are never required as fertilizer, because they are
never deficient. The grass gets them from CO2 and H2O.
Then there is what is usually called the macronutrients. These
are nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus. These elements are
often required as fertilizer.

Here's how it works, and how soil testing and the MLSN
guidelines fit in. I'll describe this in four sections.

Next are the secondary nutrients. These are still in the
macronutrient range (more than 0.1% [1000 ppm] by dry
weight), but are rarely required as fertilizer. The secondary
nutrients are calcium, magnesium, and sulfur.
First, what is an essential element?
To be classified as essential, the element must meet
three criteria, as described in the classic 1939 article “The
Essentiality Of Certain Elements In Minute Quantity For Plants
With Special Reference to Copper” by Arnon and Stout. An
element is essential if:
1. A deficiency of that element makes it impossible for the
plant to complete its life cycle.
2. The deficiency can only be corrected by supplying
that element; the function of that element cannot be
substituted by another.
3. It is directly involved in plant nutrition (plant
metabolism), and is not merely correcting a soil
chemical or microbiological condition.
16

And then there are the micronutrients. These are used in
small amounts by the grass, from less than 1 to 500 ppm in
the leaves. The micronutrients are iron, manganese, copper,
zinc, boron, molybdenum, chlorine, and nickel.
If you add all those up, the basic, macro, secondary, and
micronutrients, you get 17 in total. That's where the 17
number comes from. Because the basic elements carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen are ubiquitous and are not applied
as fertilizer, those three are often omitted from discussion
and the list of essential elements is given as 14 in total. And
occasionally there will be one of the micronutrients omitted;
for example, the excellent Turfgrass Fertilization: a basic guide
for professional turfgrass managers from Penn State omits
nickel and gives the total as 16 elements. This is fine as I'll
explain in the fourth section, below.
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Third, do the MLSN guidelines use all 17?
Yes and no. The MLSN guidelines provide a framework for
ensuring that any grass, at any location, will be supplied
with all the nutrients required by the grass. And yet the
MLSN guidelines only list a minimum value for five elements:
potassium, phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, and sulfur.
The MLSN guidelines are used to interpret soil test results.
We don't soil test for the basic elements. Those are never
deficient. And one doesn't make fertilizer decisions about
nitrogen for turfgrass based on soil tests either, so we don't
include nitrogen in MLSN. All the other macronutrients and
secondary nutrients have a minimum guideline using MLSN.
And we deliberately don't worry about micronutrients too.
Fourth, what about micronutrients?
I don't worry about them very much. I've explained this in
detail in two posts on my blog:

•

“Why I don't worry about micronutrients”

•

"Do you have a rough guide of all MLAN ranges for
nutrients?"

probability of a micronutrient being deficient is very low.
Let's say grass uses 10 g N/m2 per year. It uses progressively
less K, then P, then Ca, Mg, & S. By the time we get to the
most used micronutrient (Fe), we are looking at only 0.025
g/m2 per year. 25 mg! And the other micronutrients are
a fraction of that. In practical terms, there is almost no way
a micronutrient can be deficient in turfgrass, and it is so
easy and cheap to just spray out a complete micronutrient
package at a tiny dose. There is really no need for soil testing
for micronutrients in turf.
Which is why I think it is fine that the guide from Penn State
omits nickel. When it comes to the micronutrients, the grass
uses such a tiny amount that one doesn't have to worry much
about them. And if you are worried about a micronutrient
deficiency, or want to be especially sure that the grass has
enough micronutrients, then it is easy and inexpensive to
apply all the micronutrients that the grass can use. There is
no excuse for a micronutrient deficiency.

Quoting from my comment in one of those posts:
The quantity of micronutrients the grass uses is so tiny as to
be almost negligible. And we constantly keep the growth of
the turf and consequently its demand for nutrients restricted
by applying less nitrogen than the grass can use. Thus the
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irrigation corner
by Barry K Stone CGIA

In the last edition I touched on some items that will help with
water consumption and at the same time provide better turf
conditions.
Continuing that process here are some additional ideas and
thoughts to make us all better stewards of this precious
resource.
First on the list is the quality of your water, because of the
dry conditions last season quantity of water became a hot
topic. However quality of water is also a major player in terms
of costs. Poor quality water will require more attention and
treatment. The PH of the water will also have a direct effect
on how fast fertilizer will be absorbed by the plant, as well
as other crop protectants. The growth of fungus related
diseases can also be effected in either a positive or negative
way by the water quality applied to the turf plants.
We have all experienced the season when the irrigation
pond is greener than the putter, or the water in the wet-well
creates a very foul smelling pump house. These are very real
signs of serious algae bloom and can increase the overall
maintenance cost of the turf. Preventable measures should
be taken to improve the quality of your irrigation water, and
usually this cost will be less than the cost of damaged turf.
Fine silt and sediment in the irrigation pond is also a major
problem in some areas. Before purchasing any filtering
equipment have the water tested to determine the type of
problem. Also address how the containments are reaching
the pump, in some cases intake screens and pump position
will have a negative impact on the water quality. Depending
on the type of silt and sediment pre-mature pump wear could
occur which will lead to costly repairs, lower pressure and less
volume. This has a direct effect on the sprinkler performance.
Have water samples tested regularly and make sure these
results are shared with your suppliers of crop protectants,
fertilizers, and irrigation supplies. Know the water conditions
can help in choosing products and equipment that will better
serve your irrigation needs.
Because of the conditions last season many courses are
looking at part circle sprinklers to conserve water. These are
great choices however it is important to keep part circle

sprinklers on separate zones/ stations. These sprinklers will
have very different precipitation rate, than the full circle
models when allowed to operate for the same run time.
Constantly monitor the results of each irrigation cycle
compare expected results with actual results. These
comparisons are the first step in determining how efficient
the results are from the night watering.
If possible arrange your cycles so that different areas finish
last on various nights so when you arrive in the morning you
can inspect the performance of various sprinklers during
irrigation cycles. Remember pressure and flow conditions
can vary greatly between daytime hand watering and full
nighttime cycles. Having this visual of different sprinklers on
a regular bases, will allow you to find and fix issues promptly.
The following point I hammer on constantly, but correcting
problems immediately as they are discovered will provide
many cost savings long term.
Have a great summer
Barry K Stone CGIA
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Extreme Growth
Rate Turfnerdery
By Jason Haines

Measuring the clipping yield has been one of the most enlightening things that I have done in the past 6 years. Knowing how
the grass is growing is a super important metric in my opinion. Pretty much everything we do depends on grass growth and
with the tightening of budgets gone are the days when we could just guess at how we grew our grass. Ideally, we want to grow
the grass only as fast as is required to handle the wear and tear of golfer traffic. Anything more wastes labor, fuel, and results in
less consistent playing conditions.
This is very similar to what agriculture does. They measure yield, and make adjustments to maximize it. For us, it's a bit more
complicated in my opinion because we aren't simply worried about maximum yield. We want optimal yield. Not too much and
not too little.
It's kind of puzzling to me that more people don't measure clipping yield and it is also interesting that more research isn't being
done on the impacts of different growth rates. If we know how our grass is growing we can fine tune our fertilizer applications
and possibly reduce mowing and cultural practices like aeration and topdressing. How the grass grows have impacts on literally
every part of maintaining a golf course. If we are guessing, we are probably wasting resources and settling for less than ideal
conditions.
Just like how the STIMP meter is a way to measure the cumulative effects of everything that impacts green speed and
smoothness, measuring clipping yield is a great way to measure the cumulative effects of everything that impacts turf growth
and health. Just like with STIMP, we strive for consistency
from green to green and I think that we should also be
aware of the inconsistencies of how our grass grows (or
mower sharpness or things that impact yield) so that
we can make better decisions on how we maintain our
course across the varying micro-climates. It could also
help explain disease issues that arise that are related to
turf growth.
One of the ways we can measure clipping yield
consistency is to use the coefficient of variation. Micah
Woods described how he measured this variance in a
blog post from last year. Basically you take the standard
deviation of your clipping yield numbers, and divide it
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by the average clipping yield for the given day that you collected the data. The advantage of this method (so I'm told because
get real, I'm no statistician or Chief Scientist) is that it identifies the outliers so that you can see which greens are out of whack.
I measured the clipping yield on my greens the other day, check it out;

Hole Area (m2)
Liters		
Liters/100m2
1
280		 6		 2.14
2
312		18		5.77
3
291		18		6.19
4
326		15		4.60
5
289.7		12		4.14
6
350.8		 9		 2.57
7
310		13.5		4.35
8
375.3		 9		 2.40
9
445.5		12		2.69
LP
200		7.5		3.75
UP
195		3		1.54
			
			Average
3.65
Most recent reading date		 6/12/2017
Recent day average			3.65		
Recent Day Coefficient of variation 0.4152449349

First things first you need to figure out the clipping
yield per unit of area. I use 100m2. This standardizes the
data so we can compare it. We can then calculate the
coefficient of variation (Cv) easily. As you can see, our Cv
is 0.41 which I would consider rather high. Figures that
are shaded green fall within the Cv. Those that aren't,
are way off!
This is because we have had to manage the growth
on our greens differently due to winter kill on a select
few greens. Can you guess which greens we have been
pushing recovery on? I'll give you a hint. There were
5 greens with winter damage. Three of those greens
received supplemental fertilizer until 1 month ago, two
of those greens received supplemental fertilizer until
last week. One of our greens has had some irrigation
issues. Can you figure out which one by looking at the
clipping yield? Can you figure out which one is which by
looking at the following pictures?

If I was guessing based on how they look I would think they
were all the same, but as you can see, 2 of my greens are
growing 2.4x as fast as my undamaged greens. That's a big
difference.
So what does this number mean? Essentially, the lower the
Cv, the more consistent the clipping yield is. According to
Wikipedia, any Cv over 1 is really bad. So what is good? Well
I know a guy that is looking into this so I will let him share
that when he’s ready but until then I can share the Cv of my
greens that are managed consistently.
Turf News - August 2017
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If we take my greens that didn't receive damage last winter
and have only received their regular fertilizer applications
based on the MLSN and growth potential, we get a Cv of only
0.03. That is very consistent! If we compare the greens that
received supplemental fertilizer until 1 month ago you get a
Cv of 0.07. That is also very low and shows to me that greens
that are managed consistently grow consistently.
Now that the greens are more or less recovered I want to
know how their growth rates are different. How long will the
impacts of the higher fertilizer rates last? Knowing that they
are growing differently could help me understand any issues
that may or may not arise in the future.
Measuring the clipping yield on every green every time
you mow might be crazy and isn't required to calculate the
coefficient of variation. All you need is the clipping yield for
every green on any given day. My plan is to measure the
clipping yield on all my greens maybe once a week and
Hole
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
LP
UP

maybe once a month after things stabilize. I will continue
measuring the clipping yield on my 2 standard greens so
that I can calculate the relative growth rates and manage my
greens accordingly as a whole. In order to calculate growth
rates you need to measure at least 1 green (the same one
each time) every time you mow.
I'm not the only one that that thinks we need to only
measure one standard green each day to get a good picture
of everything, but I think that just like STIMP, it might be
important to also measure all the greens every now and then
though.
We further make it easier to measure by only collecting the
clippings from the center basket on our triplex mower. Recent
data collection shows that our center basket collects 33% of
our yield (surpÅrise!) so we can just multiply our yield by 3 to
get total yield and save time measuring clippings. This can be
seen in the table below.

Liters of clippings Center
2
6
6
5
4
3
4.5
3
4
2.5
1

Liters of Clippings total
7
18
20
14
11
9
13.5
10
12
8
2.5

Area m2
280
312
291
326
289.7
350.8
310
375.3
445.5
200
195

Center basket ratio
28.57%
33.33%
30.00%
35.71%
36.36%
33.33%
33.33%
30.00%
33.33%
31.25%
40.00%

Total
41

Total
125

Total
3375.3

Average
32.80%

Naturally, I created a google sheet and form to make collecting this data easy using my smartphone in the field. You can make
a copy of and see it here. Our daily clipping collection data is collected on our equipment use form as it always is so that we
require minimal effort to collect this information. If it's not consistent, it's not useful. This data is also updated in real time to my
job board so that I can see how consistent our clipping yield and stimp readings are.
Growth Rate
mL/m2/day
Grn Rolls
43
Day		12.5		Grn Mows
35
Week		10		Roll/Mow Ratio 1.23
Month		8.50		STIMP		8.5
Yield CV		
41.52%		
STIMP CV
5.14%
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As I mentioned, the time it takes for my greens that have
received supplemental fertilizer to fall within the Cv and
the time it takes for the overall Cv to return to the levels
found on my undamaged greens is interesting to me. I will
be measuring the Cv this summer and will share the results
when the growth stabilizes.
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No other game combines the wonder of nature with the discipline of
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Reduce Summertime Stress
Signature StreSSgard is a unique, highly systemic fungicide
that represents an invaluable tool in preventing diseases
related to stress like the Pythiums spp. With its complex
mode of action, Aliette is also known to improve turf quality
by enhancing the plants defense mechanisms and vigour.

The plant protection product, CivitaS turf defenSe takes an
entirely different approach to turf management - a proactive
one. Applied preventatively, it works both with and through
the plant to stop threats from taking hold in the first place,
reducing the effect stress has on your turf. Reduce water usage, pesticides and fertilizers while increasing turf durability
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